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Art and Quantum Dynamics, complementary fields that reflect the 
reality of universal symmetry.
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Only the deep immensity of love can render energy into conscious awareness of the 
one great majestic architect and the immeasurable oneness of all.
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Tony Nicotra nasce a Caracas (Venezuela) il 17/08/1971.

Sin da piccolo attratto dal mondo e dalle sue bellezze, si 
appassiona per la sua enorme curiosità, per ogni cosa. 
Inizia dalle scuole elementare a dipingere, accrescendo 
la sua conoscenza e la tecnica pittorica.

Finite le scuole superiori, si dedica allo studio del restauro 
monumentale che lo porta a girare e a restaurare le opere 
più importanti d’Italia e non solo, restaurando decine di 
monumenti di elevato pregio, come (l’Arena di Verona, 
la Cattedrale di Catania, La reggia di Venaria Reale di 
Torino, l’Ambasciata Italiana a Berlino, ecc). Ma la sua 
attenzione è rivolta a tutto ciò che lo circonda, e che 
lo conduce ad una ricerca insaziabile della spiritualità, 
attraverso la scienza e le diverse dottrine, di cui diventa 
uno studioso.

In questo periodo di grande ricerca, non trova più 
l’ispirazione per le sue opere, le considera un periodo di 
morte dell’arte e dell’artista.

Negli anni successivi gravi problemi economici lo 
portano ancor di più sulla ricerca della verità del perché 
delle cose, alla bramosia della ricerca interiore e al vero 
significato della vita. Il continuo desiderio di sentirsi 
libero come individuo, lo trascina a fare un’esperienza di 
pellegrinaggio che lo segna profondamente, il cammino 
di Santiago di Compostela.

Da lì, inizia lo studio della fisica meccanica quantistica, 
nella quale trova le risposte che cerca, provando ad 
esprimerla nella vita attraverso l’arte, la poesia e la 
comunicazione. 

Tony Nicotra is an Italian Artist that was born in Caracas 
Venezuela on 17 August 1971.

As a child Tony exhibited an insatiable curiosity for the 
world that surrounded him, and passionately expressed 
his inquisitiveness through drawing and painting, thus 
demonstrating from an early age, a unique and prodigious 
artistic talent.

After finishing his Fine Arts studies, where by his talents 
were developed and refined, and with increasing 
recognition of his artistic skills, he was appropriated into 
the discipline of restorative art. During this period he 
won critical acclaim amongst his peers, for successfully 
restoring numerous important and prestigious Italian 
works of art and monuments including, The Arena of 
Verona, The Cathedral of Catania, The Royal Palace of 
Venaria in Turin as well as the Italian Embassy in Berlin, 
to name but a few.

Yet despite all these accomplishments, and still driven by 
his insatiable and ardent desire to fathom the truth and 
raison d’être of the existence of life, of humanity, and 
its relationship with its delicate environs, Tony elected to 
temporarily suspend his illustrious career, to commence 
a long period of introspective soul searching. He devoted 
himself exclusively to the search of inner wisdom through 
the pursuit of knowledge, with a view of liberating the 
soul within.

During this endeavour, he became an avid scholar of 
various metaphysical and spiritual disciplines, and, 
despite severe financial constraints and hardships, Tony



Ritrova una grande ispirazione nel percepire tutto ciò 
che circonda l’universo, una grande energia invisibile 
all’uomo, ma tangibile per i cuori nobili e consapevoli del 
proprio essere, questo grazie alla fede e agli studi, alle 
percezioni che lo inducono a vedere le cose del mondo 
come essere libero, cellula divina e attraverso tutti i sensi 
che percepiscono i campi d’energia che avvolgono il 
tutto. Dove tutto è uno.

found himself compelled to pursue a personal and 
arduous pilgrimage, by walking The Route of Santiago di 
Compostela, better known as the pilgrimage of St James 
Path, ending in Santiago Spain.

During this journey he became inspired to study quantum 
physics, and coupled with the knowledge previously 
gained, he finally found the answers to his deepest 
questions. Renewed by this personal experience, his 
quest is to now share his new found understanding and 
wisdom, through the communicative medium of artistic 
works, literary prose, and poetry.

To this end, Tony has currently devoted his artistic 
ability, to the pursuit of rendering tangible and visible, 
the enigmatic invisible energy fields that constitute the 
universe and life within it.

His aim is to awaken in all humanity, the awareness and 
wonder, of the interrelatedness of all that exists, through 
the interactive dance of fundamental energy forms 
that constitute both living and non living things. This 
knowledge is rarely acknowledged, nor experienced by 
the uninitiated majority.

Thus, Tony’s mission as an artist, is to utilize his personal 
wisdom, his faith and his new found perception of self as a 
singular, liberated and enlightened being, to demonstrate 
the existence of life as a divine source of permeating 
energy, constantly pulsating through dynamic and cyclic 
interactions of differentiation and synthesis, with the 
ultimate goal of expressing the oneness of existence.





Tony Nicotra
 italian quantum artist



Eccoci nel luogo in cui fluiscono di continuo 
informazioni che arrivano dall’esterno.

Attraverso i nostri sensi vengono assorbite, elaborate, 
provocando varie emozioni e dunque frequenze, 
campi elettromagnetici di stati emozionali e onde di 
coscienza.

Per una legge fisica, ogni corpo può emanare solo ciò 
che ha assorbito. Le informazioni che in questo luogo 
fluiscono, possono alterare il comportamento degli 
esseri umani, rendendoli preda del caos e del terrore, 
schiavi inconsapevoli, manipolati perfettamente nel 
corpo e nella mente, dimenticando di essere liberi e 
pura energia.

Questo crea un insieme di coscienze collettive che 
sollevano un campo energetico vibrazionale nello 
spazio, così potente da rendere reali le stesse 
emozioni.

Nello stesso modo l’uomo ha la capacità di invertire 
il tutto, mediante l’inversione “alchemica” di queste 
informazioni e creando un nuovo campo emotivo 
evolutivo “Evolution Revolution Revelation” di 
consapevolezza dove le coscienze vibrano ad altre 
frequenze.

Frequenze di libertà, gratitudine,di pace, di 
uguaglianza, di perdono, di amore. In questa maniera 
per la prima volta l’insieme delle coscienze fermerà 
e arresterà le cinetiche del male e inizierà un campo 

And now we find ourselves at a place where constantly 
flowing information is arriving from the environment.

Via our senses we absorb them, elaborating 
and provoking a myriad of emotions that create 
electromagnetic fields and frequencies of emotional 
states and waves of consciousness.

According to the laws of Physics, every individual 
can emanate only that which has been absorbed. 
The information that is flowing here, can change the 
behaviour of human beings, rendering them victims 
of the effects of chaos and terror, unconscious slaves, 
perfectly manipulated in mind and body, forgetting 
that they are pure energy and free.

This creates a collective consciousness that potently 
empowers existing vibrational fields to the extent that 
these same emotions will then manifest.

In this same manner mankind has the capacity to 
change all, via the alchemic reversal of this flowing 
information creating a new field of emotive evolution 
specifically an “Evolution Revolution Revelation” of 
knowing, where consciousness vibrates at alternative 
(superior) frequencies.

Such as frequencies of freedom, gratitude, peace, 
equality, forgiveness, love. In this manner and for the 
first time, the collective consciousness will arrest the 
kinetic motion of evil and will commence a new, more 
potent, vibrational field, at a higher, brighter vibrational 



vibrazionale nuovo, più potente, più alto e veloce, 
luminoso, dove le forze stesse della natura ascoltano.

Nel buio accendi la tua luce e la luce illuminerà la tua 
anima e la libererà.

L’insieme degli insiemi, costituiscono l’insieme.

speed, where the forces of nature will acquiesce.

Activate and shine your light through the turbid 
darkness, illuminating your soul and setting it free.

The togetherness of the collective constitutes the 
whole.





Francesco Gallo Mazzeo
Critico d’arte

CRITIC



Pittoriche Mobili Viaggianti
La misura della pittura è quella poetica, che nella 
modernità si è data una articolazione ampia, sempre 
più ampia, tanto da essere senza limiti, sia teoricamente 
che tecnicamente, facendo dello sconfinamento una 
sua fondante ragione d’esistenza e di immaginario 
in costante mutamento, specialmente nella valenza 
astratta ed informale, senza l’assillo di rappresentare 
qualcosa a qualcuno.

Si tratta della linea feconda che Antonio Nicotra (detto 
Tony) segna nella sua ricerca cromatica, che nella sua 
grande libertà interpretativa, lui tempera con dei titoli 
allusivi (come, Sinai) denominativi (come, Josephine) 
emozionali (come, Nature), perseguendo una pittura 
di tutta concettualità, intuizione, che ha nel sublime la 
sua alta, altissima anabasi, che non è assolutamente 
lineare, ma un zig zag di cui bisogna leggere la 
labirinticità, che mette a contatto ambientazioni 
confinanti, ma che sembrano lontane, lontanissime, 
mentre altre che sono incompatibili, stanno vicine 
come in pittura possono stare, mentre il reale e il 
fantastico “flirtano”. 

E’ questa l’alchimia di cui parla Jung che nobilita un 
supporto e un po’ di colore, elevandole ad una oggettività 
mirabile, icona di un incomprensibile “lalia” che è 
linguaggio, ma che è oltre il linguaggio, perché rivolto al 
silenzio, che non è assenza, ma punto di partenza e di 
arrivo, tra non essere ed essere, essere e non essere. 

Paintings As Mobile Travellers
The value of the painting is in its poetry, where its 
contemporary configuration has such ample breath 
of expression , that it would seem without limit, 
both in its theoretical and technical achievements. 
Thus establishing within such excess, a profound 
reason for its existence via its consistently mutable, 
imaginative style, especially within  its informal and 
abstract nature, free of the constraints that conveying 
a message to another, would necessitate.

This critique discusses the productive compilation  
that Antonino Nicotra (Tony), establishes through 
his chromatic experimentation and vast liberal 
interpretation, which he tempers with allusive 
titles, such as “Sinai”, denominative titles,  such as 
“Josephine”,  and emotive titles,  such as “Nature”. 

Thus pursing a style that manifests the painters 
completely intuitive conception of his works, which 
within its sublime nature marches to its apex. The 
path is not linear, but more of a zig zag route from 
which the emerging labyrinth needs to be interpreted, 
as it touches on the paintings environmental limits 
albeit in this case an extremely distant one, while 
other incompatible elements remain close by, as this 
medium of painting permits. Thus the reality is in the 
fantastic flirtatiousness of the artwork.

This is the alchemy that Jung discusses, where 
nobility, support and a little colour elevates the 



Pittoriche, sono essenzialmente pittoriche le 
variazioni di questa pittura, cioè affidate al primato 
della forma di una visibilità pura, che è l’apporto di 
una linda visibilità, in quanto capace di portare nel 
suo segreto grembo, una complessità, mai sciolta, 
ma diffusa e molecolare, in forma potenziale, multi 
valente, capace di assorbire e di essere assolutamente 
trasparente, in modo da fare filtrare la stratificazione, 
alla maniera di grandi astrattisti come Scialoja, come 
Pace, come Boille, tutti provenienti da una lontana 
parentela con Turner o addirittura con l’ultimo Tiziano 
e con il suo allievo D.T. detto El Greco che hanno 
“inventato” l’apologia del colore e di tutto quello 
che, nel tempo, ha inteso significare, come gioia, 
come dolore, come dolcezza, come asprezza, senza 
contare, le contaminazioni, di tipo antropologico, 
come trasgressioni delle luci e delle ombre, che si 
significano come enigmi che stanno tra di loro, come 
fecondo caos. 

Mobili, come possono essere, paradoxa, le immobilità 
che sono exitu di un pensiero che si fa immaginario, 
in senso onirico e in senso solare, mettendo insieme 
una oppositività che solo il lavoro artistico può 
accumulare come ricchezza, come esperienza di 
una storia culturale, che è fatta di consapevolezze 
e di memorie, di “ossessioni”, di rimozioni, tutte 
diventate monologo nel punto di contatto tra 
interiore ed esteriore. Nella diacronia delle opere si 
coglie una trasformazione filmica, che connota una 

level of admirable objectivity, iconising it from an 
incomprehensible “alias” that is in itself a language, 
but is more than just a language, because it addresses 
silence, which is not absent but on the contrary is 
the commencement of the journey as well as its end, 
juxtaposed between the essence of not being and 
being, and vice versa. 

Paintings, are essentially paintings, the variations 
of this style, committed to the primacy of pure 
visibility in form, has the capacity to carry within its 
concealed fold, a complexity, which never dissolves 
but is diffuse and molecular within its potential form 
and multi variance, able to absorb as well as being 
completely transparent, enabling the perception of 
its stratification, in the same manner as  the great 
abstract artists such as  Scialoja, Pace, and Boille, 
who’s styles are distantly related to Turner or more 
directly with Titian and his protégé D.T. known as El 
Greco (The Greek) who together invented a definition 
of colour which throughout history also signified, 
sentiments, such as joy, pain, tenderness, and 
callousness, without considering the anthropological 
contaminations such as the transgressions of light 
and dark, where the enigma between the two can be 
interpreted as productive chaos.

Mobile, as they are, the paradox of  the immobility 
of imaginary thoughts, from the perspective of 
dreams and energetics has combining opposites that 
only artistic skill can accumulate as wealth, such as 



trasmutazione del senso comune in un senso più alto, 
diffusamente metaforico, che tende a una rarefazione 
metafisica.

Viaggianti, come metafora del nostro tempo, in 
cui tutto tende a dislocarsi, ad essere nel luogo e 
nel tempo inaspettato, tanto da generare un senso 
continuo di vertigine, data da una imprevedibilità 
che, in questa pittoricità, divventa un gesto di portata 
magmatica, quando la matericità si affolla e diventa 
densa, spugnosa, oppure ineffabile, quando si assiste 
ad una sua rarefazione.

Sono due polarità, entro cui si svolge tutta una 
poetica di pieni e vuoti che ha a che fare con un senso 
dell’armonia che va oltre il limite, oltre la misura, di 
un possibile o probabile geometrismo, che aleggia 
nell’atmosfera, al di là di ciò che appare, in una sua 
atmosfericità metafisica, che recita di una musica 
infinita, intercettata dall’autore e messa in queste 
“finestre” che trasportano lo spettatore nel mezzo 
della scena, coinvolgendolo in una componente 
autorale, come si addice ad ogni opera “aperta”, in 
cui molti partecipano all’aura creatrice.

Epoca immaginaria per eccellenza la nostra, si sta 
rivelando una grande incubatrice di spazialità ora 
magmatica, ora maculata, ora in purezza, anche 
perché sono venute a liberarsi, le pedagogiche della 
literatura laicorum, per cui le immagini possono fare 
le immagini, il colore può fare il colore e se vogliono 

cultural expressions, that are realised from reflection 
and memories, from obsessions, and from repression, 
culminating in a monologue at the intersection between 
the interior individual and the exterior environment. 

The diachronism of the work, captures a transformation 
in film style, that implies a transmutation of common 
sense into a more elevated form, that is metaphorically 
diffuse, and that tends towards a rarefied metaphysics.

Traveling, is a metaphor for this current period,  where 
everything tends to disperse, and one finds oneself 
in an unexpected place and time, thus generating a 
continuous sense of vertigo due to its unpredictability, 
which in this art form becomes a gesture of confusion, 
when the material becomes overcrowded, and dense, 
and spongy, or even ineffable, as one assists in its 
rarefaction. 

Time and space are two polarities, within which 
develops a poetry of plenitude and emptiness, 
focussing on a sense of harmony that travels 
beyond its limits, further than the measurement of a 
possible and probable geometry, hovering within the 
atmosphere beyond that which is apparent, namely 
in the  metaphysical realm, and which recites an 
infinite music, intercepted by the artist and lodged in 
a “window” that immerses the spectator within the 
epicentre of the scene. Thus involving him/her as an 
authoritative component, that befits every “open” 
work where many would participate in its creative 



achievement.

This epoch of imagination par excellence is ours, and 
it is revealing itself to be a great incubator of space, 
that is sometimes confused, sometimes macula, 
sometimes pure, with the ultimate goal to liberate the 
pedagogy of secular literature, where images can in 
turn create images, where colour can in turn create 
colour.  When these two factors are brought together 
within the spirit of liberty, it ultimately permits a 
wealth of originality, without compromises in its 
pursuit of its appropriate vocation, which in this case 
is representative of a collection of paintings reflecting 
a search for discovery, beyond the fact that it is well 
immersed within the qualities of invention, such as 
fantasy, a lightness of subtleness and surprise.

stare insieme, possono farlo nello spirito di libertà, 
che è quello che permette una originalità ricca, senza 
compromessi, nel seguire la propria vocazione, che 
come in questo caso partecipa di una seria chiamata 
alla scoperta, oltre ad essere ben messa nella qualità 
dell’invenzione, che è fantasia, leggera, sorprendente.





EMOTIONAL FIELDS





Evolution
Mixed media on wood
100 x 100 cm.





Evolution UV Light
Mixed media on wood
100 x 100 cm.





Revolution
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Revolution UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Revelation
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Revelation UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Emphasis
Mixed media on wood
100 x 100 cm





Emphasis UV Light
Mixed media on wood
100 x 100 cm





Tranquility
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 80 cm.





Tranquility UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 80 cm.





The Way, The Truth, The Life
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





The Way, The Truth, The Life  UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.



The Way, The Truth, The Life  UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.



Aspiration
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Aspiration UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Inspiration
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Inspiration UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Maternal Love
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Maternal Love UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Perception
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Perception UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Adoration
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Adoration UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm.





Serenity
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 80 cm.





Serenity UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 80 cm.





Heart
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Heart UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Caring
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Caring UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Kindness
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Kindness UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
50 x 100 cm.





Compassion
Mixed media on canvas and copper
70 x 100 cm.





Compassion UV Light
Mixed media on canvas and copper
70 x 100 cm.





Gratitude
Mixed media on canvas and copper
70 x 100 cm.





Gratitude UV Light
Mixed media on canvas and copper
70 x 100 cm.





Life
Mixed media on canvas and copper
100 x 100 cm.





Life UV Light
Mixed media on canvas and copper
100 x 100 cm.





Happiness
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Happiness UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Gold thread
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Gold thread UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Joy
Mixed technique on brass
140 x 70 cm.





Joy UV Light
Mixed technique on brass
140 x 70 cm.





Affection
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Affection UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Love
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Love UV Light
Mixed media on canvas 
100 x 70 cm.





Verbalisation
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Verbalisation UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Security
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Security UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Fraternal Love
Mixed media on canvas
140 x 100 cm.





Fraternal Love UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
140 x 100 cm.





Smile
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Smile UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 cm.





Hope
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Hope UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Satisfaction
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Satisfaction UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
100 x 70 cm.





Ecstasy
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 m.





Ecstasy UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
70 x 100 m.





Trinity
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 100 cm.





Trinity UV Light
Mixed media on canvas
120 x 100 cm.





Professore Gaetano Giaquinta
Professore di Struttura della Materia

Università degli studi di Catania

CRITIC









Professore Gaetano Giaquinta
Professore di Struttura della Materia

Università degli studi di Catania

CRITIC



Dearest Tony,

I am honoured and wish to thank you for your generous 
invitation to  join the esteemed profession of Art 
Critics by requesting for my critical analysis of your 
artistic endeavours. This responsibility that I assume,  
I interpret to be as an intrinsic transformation from 
observer to analyst who confronted with such work 
of art is compelled to execute the analysis both in an 
independent and objective manner but in so doing 
be mindful of the limitations and constraints that are 
imposed by the artists perspective. In so doing the 
analyst will by association, in some measure assume 
the responsibility of representing the role of the author 
himself.

Indisputably your works of art or “paintings” (for want 
of a better word), provoke reflection on the singularity 
of their manifestation and their phenomenological 
and visual objectivity as well as the degree to which 
they instigate the myriad multiplicity of evocative 
and interpretative options of expression. The same 
can be said for the innovative instruments that you 
have availed yourself of, to enable the realization 
of your masterpieces which are necessarily and 
consubstantially organic in nature.

Thus it is instantly recognizable and thus consensually 
agreed that your artistry stands at the forefront 
of experimentation that is both ambitious and 
conceited, beyond the exasperating experience 

of  “experimentation tout-court”, (an irritating and 
exasperating profession of vacuous creativity).

As an artist you give form to an emotion, allowing it to 
mature through the expressive instruction of an idea 
, and succeeding in its manifestation, in addition, you 
enable the “living” experience of that emotion as an 
individualized form expressing the full breath of its 
semantic expression.

These are singular labours, and in their complexity, are 
inconceivable  without the invention and preparation 
of those expedient instruments that effectively 
and contextually enable the manifestations of the 
expansive horizon and connotations of the artist’s 
inspiration. 

It is further recognised that the crucial argument of this 
Artist vs Critic encounter is to seek that epicentre of 
commonality in the activity and self consciousness of 
our reciprocal professions with yourself as Quantum 
Artist and I as Theoretical Physicist specifically 
Quantum Physicist (named so not just because of my 
profession but above all because I could not conceive 
of myself as anything else.)

Thus we must liberate ourselves primarily from the 
fog and shadows that could obfuscate the horizons of 
this confrontation. In keeping with this objective, it is 
necessary to keep in mind this persistent perception or 
obstinate habit,  pernicious to western culture, where 
the exchange of ideas is hindered by a surreptitious 



dichotomy that proclaims irreconcilable differences 
and intrinsic objections, where upon a more diligent 
and thorough examination would reveal similarities 
and consensus.  This promptly occurs when such a 
limiting and inflexible view,  becomes an instrument 
of oppression and deception in the development, in 
depth study and corroboration of ideas.

Thus this presumptive assumption appears all the 
more surprising when one considers that it was 
actually the West that was responsible for inventing 
dialectics! However between such surreptitious 
dichotomies the duality of concepts shines through 
with belief versus reason on one hand and Art versus 
Science on the other. 

There is nothing more dismal then to re-experience 
the painful and bloody tragedy of Cain and Abel, 
given that in this current context there would be no 
protagonist nor an antagonist: we would be both 
equal and in equal measure responsible; “the pot 
calling the kettle black” comes to mind. We cannot 
be quarrelsome bed fellows under the same roof.

The realm of “Beauty”, is the canon for the ideation 
of artistic concepts,  being also the parametric norms 
for the attainment of form or shape within which the 
conception of matter will draw its significance thus 
enabling its expression.

The profound methodological revolution that developed 
during the conception of quantum mechanics under 

the direction of L.D. Landau and P.A.M. Dirac and so 
triumphantly pursued by R. Feynman culminating in 
the recent conquests achieved by Gauge theories, 
has overturned the consensus between experiment 
and physical reality.

The former cannot be considered the only inalienable 
premise from which the latter can be reliably 
elaborated and explained, but rather it is understood 
as an intrinsic aspect of being. It is physical reality 
itself that is a quantum experiment.  Specifically I refer 
to the formulation of Quantum Mechanics based on 
the theory of  “Path Integrals” which explains the laws 
of probability that govern the evolution of a complex 
system regarding the determination of curves (and its 
fluctuations) in an abstract space,  in which a particle 
travelling from one point to another will express the 
totality of possibilities compatible with its environs as 
it travels along its curved trajectory.

Thus I will not succeed in gathering some irreconcilable 
fractures in the previous argument, when we remember 
Dirac’s invitation:

“It’s more important to have beauty in ones equations 
then to have them fit experiment...It seems that if one 
is working from the point of view of getting beauty 
in ones equations, and if one has really a sound 
insight, one is on a sure line of progress. If there is 
not complete agreement between the result of one’s 
work and experiment, one should not allow oneself 



to be too discouraged, because the discrepancy may 
be due to minor features that are not properly taken 
into account and that will get cleared up with further 
developments of the theory.... It seems that if one is 
working from the point of view of getting beauty in 
one’s equations and if one has really a sound insight, 
one is on a sure line of progress.”  

Nor can I consider the impossibility of renouncing the 
striking and definitive assertions made by H. Weyl:

“From what can be seen a priori assertions in physics 
have their origins in Symmetry.” 

and 

“Symmetry, as wide or narrow as you may define its 
meaning, its one idea by which man through the ages 
has tried to comprehend and create order, beauty, 
and perfection.”

Further, I attend to the solemn and accented 
preamble with which P.D. Francesco, P. Mathius and 
D. Senechal introduced their monumental treatise on 
Quantum field theory:

“The aesthetic charm of symmetry has been a guide 
at times even a tyrannical one, for the philosophy of 
nature since the origins and development of Science...
Modern Science has conferred to symmetry a deeper 
dominion: that of the laws of Physics.”

Thus it is no coincidence that the above authors should 

quote the words of Walt Whitman as a preamble to 
their chapter:

“A vast similitude intercorrelates everything, all the 
distances of space however vast, all the distances of 
time....”

(That Whitman has already anticipated the distinction 
between Abstract art versus Non Figurative art, 
decisively resolving it in favour of the latter, I truly 
desire this to one day be true)

Alternatively if I allow myself to be led by the famous 
words of S. Weinberg:

“We have simply arrived too late in the history of the 
universe to see this primordial simplicity easily....
But although the symmetries are hidden from us, we 
can sense that they are latent in nature, governing 
everything about us. That’s the most exciting idea I 
know: that nature is much simpler than it looks. Nothing 
makes me more hopeful that our generations of human 
beings may actually hold the key to the universe in our 
hands - that perhaps in our lifetime we may be able to 
tell why all of what we see in this immense universe of 
galaxies and particles is logically inevitable.”

Therefore “Beauty” is inscribed in the equations of 
evolution. Thus it occurs to me to reveal that, the rhythm, 
and formation of the “internal harmony” individualized 
locally and encompassing all on a global scale,” or 
the intrinsic quality of form (that is a priori), doesn’t 



necessitate a preconceived appearance of figure 
or shape that is omnipresent,  however renewable 
and resolvable in isomorphisms or equivalent global 
scales, but rather it is realized (manifested) in the 
nexus of local universes. 

In this sense the act of becoming, or an act of history 
or even the manifestation of an event, are none other 
than a violation of Symmetry and their dynamic 
restoration (from which there is no before and no 
after), but an immanent “sub specie aeternitates” 
. Thus a particular choice of a specific route is 
enabled by the necessity of the factors that induce 
the selection of a morphological species, within a 
universe of equivalent possibilities. Therefore this 
selected path is derived not from the exclusion of the 
non selected but from the paradigm of the possible, 
and is contextually suggestive of other options, of 
other transmuted morphisims.

Thus herein lies the artistic “fact”, as an ideation 
occupying space, in which its concretization and 
realization is sourced directly from its abstraction.

I hope I have not overindulged in your attentive 
patience and I sincerely wish for us that this initial 
exchange  of views will be a solid foundation for a 
shared journey of deeper knowledge and reflection.

In any case I would like to thank you for the gift of 
your art work that manifests concretely and presently 
the morphogenesis of all possible forms, selected by 

the responsible and discerning choices made by the 
artist himself. 

With fond affection, 

Gaetano

dichotomy that proclaims irreconcilable differences 
and intrinsic objections, where upon a more diligent 
and thorough examination would reveal similarities 
and consensus.  This promptly occurs when such a 
limiting and inflexible view,  becomes an instrument 
of oppression and deception in the development, in 
depth study and corroboration of ideas.

Thus this presumptive assumption appears all the 
more surprising when one considers that it was 
actually the West that was responsible for inventing 
dialectics! However between such surreptitious 
dichotomies the duality of concepts shines through 
with belief versus reason on one hand and Art versus 
Science on the other. 

There is nothing more dismal then to re-experience 
the painful and bloody tragedy of Cain and Abel, 
given that in this current context there would be no 
protagonist nor an antagonist: we would be both 
equal and in equal measure responsible; “the pot 
calling the kettle black” comes to mind. We cannot 
be quarrelsome bed fellows under the same roof.

The realm of “Beauty”, is the canon for the ideation 
of artistic concepts,  being also the parametric norms 



for the attainment of form or shape within which the 
conception of matter will draw its significance thus 
enabling its expression.

The profound methodological revolution that 
developed during the conception of quantum 
mechanics under the direction of L.D. Landau 
and P.A.M. Dirac and so triumphantly pursued by 
R. Feynman culminating in the recent conquests 
achieved by Gauge theories, has overturned the 
consensus between experiment and physical reality.

The former cannot be considered the only inalienable 
premise from which the latter can be reliably 
elaborated and explained, but rather it is understood 
as an intrinsic aspect of being. It is physical reality 
itself that is a quantum experiment.  Specifically I refer 
to the formulation of Quantum Mechanics based on 
the theory of  “Path Integrals” which explains the laws 
of probability that govern the evolution of a complex 
system regarding the determination of curves (and its 
fluctuations) in an abstract space,  in which a particle 
travelling from one point to another will express the 
totality of possibilities compatible with its environs 
as it travels along its curved trajectory.

Thus I will not succeed in gathering some 
irreconcilable fractures in the previous argument, 
when we remember Dirac’s invitation:

“It’s more important to have beauty in ones equations 
then to have them fit experiment...It seems that if one 

is working from the point of view of getting beauty 
in ones equations, and if one has really a sound 
insight, one is on a sure line of progress. If there is 
not complete agreement between the result of one’s 
work and experiment, one should not allow oneself 
to be too discouraged, because the discrepancy may 
be due to minor features that are not properly taken 
into account and that will get cleared up with further 
developments of the theory.... It seems that if one is 
working from the point of view of getting beauty in 
one’s equations and if one has really a sound insight, 
one is on a sure line of progress.”  

Nor can I consider the impossibility of renouncing the 
striking and definitive assertions made by H. Weyl:

“From what can be seen a priori assertions in physics 
have their origins in Symmetry.” 

and 

“Symmetry, as wide or narrow as you may define its 
meaning, its one idea by which man through the ages 
has tried to comprehend and create order, beauty, 
and perfection.”

Further, I attend to the solemn and accented 
preamble with which P.D. Francesco, P. Mathius and 
D. Senechal introduced their monumental treatise on 
Quantum field theory:

“The aesthetic charm of symmetry has been a guide 
at times even a tyrannical one, for the philosophy of 



nature since the origins and development of Science...
Modern Science has conferred to symmetry a deeper 
dominion: that of the laws of Physics.”

Thus it is no coincidence that the above authors 
should quote the words of Walt Whitman as a 
preamble to their chapter:

“A vast similitude intercorrelates everything, all the 
distances of space however vast, all the distances 
of time....”

(That Whitman has already anticipated the distinction 
between Abstract art versus Non Figurative art, 
decisively resolving it in favour of the latter, I truly 
desire this to one day be true)

Alternatively if I allow myself to be led by the famous 
words of S. Weinberg:

“We have simply arrived too late in the history of the 
universe to see this primordial simplicity easily....
But although the symmetries are hidden from us, we 
can sense that they are latent in nature, governing 
everything about us. That’s the most exciting idea 
I know: that nature is much simpler than it looks. 
Nothing makes me more hopeful that our generations 
of human beings may actually hold the key to the 
universe in our hands - that perhaps in our lifetime 
we may be able to tell why all of what we see in 
this immense universe of galaxies and particles is 
logically inevitable.”

Therefore “Beauty” is inscribed in the equations of 
evolution. Thus it occurs to me to reveal that, the 
rhythm, and formation of the “internal harmony” 
individualized locally and encompassing all on a 
global scale,” or the intrinsic quality of form (that 
is a priori), doesn’t necessitate a preconceived 
appearance of figure or shape that is omnipresent,  
however renewable and resolvable in isomorphisms 
or equivalent global scales, but rather it is realized 
(manifested) in the nexus of local universes. 

In this sense the act of becoming, or an act of history 
or even the manifestation of an event, are none other 
than a violation of Symmetry and their dynamic 
restoration (from which there is no before and no 
after), but an immanent “sub specie aeternitates” 
. Thus a particular choice of a specific route is 
enabled by the necessity of the factors that induce 
the selection of a morphological species, within a 
universe of equivalent possibilities. Therefore this 
selected path is derived not from the exclusion of the 
non selected but from the paradigm of the possible, 
and is contextually suggestive of other options, of 
other transmuted morphisims.

Thus herein lies the artistic “fact”, as an ideation 
occupying space, in which its concretization and 
realization is sourced directly from its abstraction.

I hope I have not overindulged in your attentive 
patience and I sincerely wish for us that this initial 



exchange  of views will be a solid foundation for a 
shared journey of deeper knowledge and reflection.

In any case I would like to thank you for the gift of 
your art work that manifests concretely and presently 
the morphogenesis of all possible forms, selected by 
the responsible and discerning choices made by the 
artist himself. 

With fond affection, 

Gaetano
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The Creative Inner Voice
Genius, encompassing, astonishing, like mankinds 
soul, are the masterpieces created by Antonino Nicotra. 
Where the infinite and the finite meet, giving life to the 
infinity of being as in the bi – logic  of Matte Blanco 
(1983): symetry and asymmetry combined. 

Roschach Tables where individuals can project their 
internal world, where one can lose and find oneselve, 
while being transported by the musicality of the colours, 
by the rhythm of the brush strokes, by the emotions 
of the painter such as: profoundness, abyss, light 
and darkness, immensity, chaos, Thanatos and Eros, 
‘mythical entities’ as Freud would explain.

The darkness encounters flashes of lightening, like 
delirious folly, in a universe now hostile, now friendly. 
The instinct to unravel is enlivened, manifesting in form 
and now without form. The painter Antonino Nicotra 
has succeeded in applying the psychoanalitical method 
on canvas: the descriptions of liberal associations, 
abandoning oneself in liberal space, a supreme place 
where the mind creates and can manifest.

It is the communication of being: where time and space 
are annhilated and clinging to the margins, of the what, 
and the now, of the canvas, where the vision of past 
memories are permitted. Interlacing emotions, play at 
making love: compassion, sadness, happiness, anger. 
Love seems to excel in six diverse forms like love and 
passion that the Artist emanates from his hands.

L’ascolto creativo di Sé
Geniali, avvolgenti, sorprendenti, come l’animo umano, 
sono i capolavori di Antonio Nicotra. Dove l’infinito ed 
il finito s’incontrano dando vita all’infinità dell’essere  
nella bi-logica di Matte Blanco(1983): simmetrico e 
asimmetrico insieme. 

Tavole Rorscharch dove ognuno può proiettare il proprio 
mondo interno, in cui perdersi e ritrovarsi, lasciandosi 
trasportare dalla musicalità dei colori, dai ritmi delle 
pennellate, dalle emozioni del pittore: profondità, 
abisso, luci ed ombre, immensità, caos, thanatos ed 
Eros, ‘entità mitiche’ direbbe Freud. 

Le tenebre incontrano lampi di  luce, come folli deliri,  
in un universo ora avverso ora amico. Dis-impasto 
pulsionale che prende vita ora in forma ora in non 
forma. Il pittore Antonio Nicotra è riuscito ad applicare 
su tela il metodo psicoanalitico: quello delle libere 
associazioni, abbandonandosi allo spazio libero, luogo 
supremo in cui  la mente crea e può creare. 

E’ la comunicazione dell’essere: dove il tempo e lo 
spazio si annullano e avvinghiandosi ai confini, del qui 
ed ora, della tela, permettono la visione di  memorie 
passate.

Un intreccio di emozioni giocano a fare l’amore:  
compassione, tristezza, felicità, rabbia. L’amore sembra 
primeggiare in ben sei quadri, sarà forse il desiderio di 
amore da parte del Pittore? Una cosa è certa:  l’amore 
e la passione che emanano le sue mani.
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The Gifts of Spirit
What are “The Gifts of Spirit”? To answer this question 
one must ask a more fundamental one, namely what 
is “Spirit”? How can one describe something from 
which all life springs but which is invisible to the human 
eye. Something so subtle that no scientific instrument 
invented,  has yet had the ability to detect, but which 
mankind has none the less named through various 
religions as The Holy Spirit, or Prana, and through the 
esoteric fields of study as Universal Energy The latter 
further theorise that Spirit consists of light energy 
that is extremely rarefied, vibrating at supremely high 
frequencies that permeates all that exists throughout 
space and time of the known universe and from which 
the all is intelligently made manifest as order,  from 
the chaos of disorder. 

An example being the double helix of the DNA, 
a highly structured molecule fundamental to life. 
Its component parts are a plethora of subatomic 
particles themselves made up of photonic (light) 
energy, organised to manifest solid atomic matter that 
in the first instance come together as molecules and 
eventually further organise themselves into complex 
living cellular structures of various kinds recognised 
as organic life forms on this planet. 

Thus David Wilcock in his book “The Source Field 
Investigations”, suggests Spirit is energy, which acts 
as a blue print for life and is directly responsible for the 

creation of all living beings. This begs the question, 
can Spirit be sensed by the beings it creates?

The answer is obvious, a simple change in vibration 
within the beings cellular structure will affect the 
coherent nature of the entire being. This is perceived 
as a feeling. Thus when Spirit instigates a change 
in vibration, better known as energy in motion or 
emotions (Neale Donald Walsch in “Conversation 
With God, An Uncommon Dialogue”) it will be 
detected by the feeling or emotional centres of the 
brain, the heart, the gut (a gut feeling), and via our 
intuition, enabling a physical behaviour to manifest 
that is in itself a representation and testament of the 
original inspiring emotion or Spirit.

Thus emotion is the language of Spirit whose gifts 
positively motivates (as Spirit creates and protects 
that which it creates), and engenders our thoughts 
and our behaviours, the effects of which are rendered 
visible through all beings by their actions. If all life 
springs from the font of spirit’s existence, than life 
itself shall demonstrate through its behaviour the 
effects of the spirits qualities better known as “her” 
gifts (Kathleen McGowan’s “The Poet Prince”), and 
thus be a testament to the spirits existence, the 
totality of all that is. 

Antonino Nicotra, Quantum Spiritual Artist has 
managed to perform what would initially seem to 
be the impossible. With his determination to render 



visible the gifts of the Spirit thus bearing testament to 
its existence, he has used the raw substance of the 
earth itself,  namely the natural metal of copper, as the 
canvas on which the vibrations corresponding to the 
gifts of Spirit can be expressed and made manifest in 
the visible realm.

Through the frequency of colour, via pigments that 
are let loose to vibrate according to the natural 
emanations of engendered thought (as dictated by 
the enigmatic but fundamental laws of quantum 
physics), and directed by human emotions, that are 
themselves a vehicle and conduit for the behavioural 
manifestation of the gifts of Spirit as previously 
explained, Antonino Nicotra using his innovative 
quantum painting technique, harnesses these 
Spiritual gifts of emotion, releasing their explosive 
splendour on the responsive metallic canvas. Thus 
allowing the pigments representing these gifts or 
emotion to flow unrestricted without limitations and 
constrictions and in so doing causing these Spiritual 
gifts to self express through the movement of their 
own vibration.

Consequently each individual observer is moved 
through their emotional body upon seeing the 
paintings, via an intimate, personal and unique 
experience specific only to the observer. The ultimate 
goal being to assist the observer to conclude that 
Spirit, does exist.

In this manner Antonino Nicotra depicts seven gifts 
of Spirit, whose pigment colour on the metallic 
canvas, represent the particular emotion that the gifts 
stimulates. Some like “Fortitude” and “Knowledge” 
appear to transport the observer into the very font 
or heart of Spirit, where the act of gazing within its 
vortex reflects back the intensity of the gifts colour, 
the former green and the latter blue. 

The rich tonal quality of the vortex in both paintings 
suggests that these gifts are superimposed upon a 
deeper frequency, such as love in motion?Others like 
the blue white flame of “Wisdom” dances before your 
eyes bedazzling the observer and beckoning him or 
her to join her dance, while “Fear of God” expresses 
a quality of pain that commands respect.

In every case the appealing aspect of Antonino 
Nicotra’s art works is his unique ability to successfully 
combine his desire to communicate difficult and 
abstract concepts such as Gifts of Spirit, with his 
innate creative ability to produce spectacular art, 
and in so doing unexpectedly provoking, emotive 
responses within his unsuspecting audience.





Great Spirit
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Great Spirit UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Piety
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Piety UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Fortitude
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Fortitude UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Knowledge
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Knowledge UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Understanding
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Understanding UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Wisdom
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Wisdom UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Awe and Wonder
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Awe and Wonder UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Counsel
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.





Counsel UV Light
Mixed media on copper
100 x 100 cm.
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Oltre
“La nostra anima si sta risvegliando da un lungo 
periodo di materialismo, e racchiude in sé i germi di 
quella disperazione che nasce dalle mancanza di una 
fede, di uno scopo, di una meta”.

W. Kandinskij 

Parole, segni, forme, geometrie, suoni e colori: così la 
mano di un poeta, di uno scrittore, di uno scultore, di 
un architetto, di un musicista o di un pittore, traduce 
quel personale sentire che gli si muove dentro, 
nell’anima. Tutte le nostre azioni derivano da pensieri, 
la cui energia genera l’impulso ad agire e guida il 
nostro cammino. 

Ogni singola cellula del nostro corpo, ogni elemento 
del cosmo ha una sua propria vita dotata di ordine, 
armonia e perfezione. 

Osserva i fiori, soffermati sulle molteplici varietà delle 
loro forme, dei colori, dei profumi…; domandiamoci 
perché una margherita, un geranio o una rosa 
possiedono quelle caratteristiche estetiche e 
cromatiche che le appartengono in maniera esclusiva. 

Cosa muove tutto, dentro e fuori di noi? Quali sono le 
dinamiche, le forze e le leggi del sistema - vita in cui 
ciascun essere vivente è immerso? I nostri occhi non 
le vedono, eppure uomini, piante, animali, oggetti, 
hanno vita proprio in funzione di esse e da esse 
dipendono. 

Beyond
“Our soul is awakening from a long period of 
materialism, and enclosed within itself is the seed of 
such desperation that is born from the lack of faith, of 
purpose, of  significance.”

W. Kandinskji

Words, signs, shapes, geometry, sound and colour: 
this is how a poet, a writer, a sculptor, an architect, a 
musician or a painter, translates that personal voice 
that motivates from within, the soul, in other words 
his emotions.

All our actions are derived from our thoughts and these 
are generated by mysterious impulses and actions 
that guide our path. Every single body cell, every 
single element that constitutes the cosmos, has life 
that springs forth from order, harmony and perfection. 
We think of flowers, in their varied forms, colours, 
perfumes....Why does a daisy have a particular shape, 
a geranium, a rose each has its own unique physical 
characteristics and chromatic features?

What moves everything, both within and without us? 
What are the dynamics, the forces, the laws of the 
system – life, in which each living being is immersed? 
We cannot see them with our eyes, and yet each 
of us (man, plants, animals, objects) has life within 
its functional essence. All is energy and all energy 
vibrates at a specific frequency. invisible to our eyes 
yet ever present. 



Poiché tutto è energia, e tutta l’energia vibra ad una 
determinata frequenza, ciò che pensiamo e sentiamo 
in ogni momento produce una vibrazione: invisibile ai 
nostri occhi ma presente.

Quando si crea Arte? 

Melodie, poesie, romanzi, pitture, sculture, etc…, 
sono prodotti, “manufatti”, generati da sentimenti, 
intuizioni dell’artista (musicista, poeta o scrittore, 
pittore o scultore che sia). Se pensassimo di poter 
far arte semplicemente usando la stessa penna di 
Dante, o il pennello di Leonardo o lo stesso violino di 
Paganini, sbaglieremmo: l’arte non sta nei mezzi con 
cui è realizzata, ma sta nel “come” questi stessi mezzi 
sono usati, e cioè nell’intenzione, nell’intuizione, nel 
sentimento, nell’emozione di chi la crea, la genera, le 
dà vita.

“L’arte non è un fatto fisico”, precisò Benedetto Croce: 
essa è fatta di intuizioni che vanno al di là di ogni 
ordine logico-razionale. “L’intuizione è veramente 
tale solo quando rappresenta un sentimento, e solo 
da esso o sopra di esso può sorgere”. 

Così indicava il filosofo ne “L’estetica dell’Arte”, 
intendendo il sentimento come quella forza 
inspiegabile che l’artista sente in sé davanti alla 
bellezza, e come intuizione quella particolare attività 
mentale diversa da quella legata alla logica. Se tutto 
è energia, ogni sentimento avrà una sua propria 
vibrazione e, se l’arte non sta nel mezzo con cui si 

When is Art created?

The notes that compose a melody, poetic texts and 
prose, paintings or sculpture, are all products “crafted” 
and generated from the sentiments, the intuition of 
the artist, musician, poet or writer, painter or sculptor 
whom ever. 

If we imagine to create art simply using Dante’s own 
pen or Leonardo’s paint brush or Paganini’s own 
violin we would be in error: art does not exist through 
the tools from whom they are realised, but how these 
same tools and methods are used, in the intention 
and the intuition, in the sentiments, the emotion of 
the being that is doing the creating , its generation, all 
of which invokes life.

How precise is Benedetto Croce in his statement“ Art 
is not a physical phenomenon”.  Art is created from 
the intuition that transcends all logic and rationality: 
“Intuition exists only when a sentiment is represented, 
and it’s either through it or above, that its expression 
will spring forth.” 

That’s what the famous Italian philosopher indicated 
in his major work “The Aesthetics of Art” (L’Estetica 
dell’Arte), explaining that “sentiment” is that 
unexplainable power that an artist feels deep within 
him/herself when confronted with beauty, while 
“intuition”, is considered to be a particular form of 
mental activity that is separate from activity that is 
connected to logic.



If everything is energy, every sentiment will have its 
own specific vibration, and if art is not found in the tool 
that is manifesting it, (brush, scalpel, pianoforte, etc), 
but rather through the sentiments, then Tony Nicotra’s 
art works will obey those emotional frequencies that 
arise from his personal perceptions of the world. In 
this case we are concerned with vibrational paintings 
and of the frequencies of the soul, that are transferred 
on to the canvas, according to the invisible energetic 
fields that are created around his works during the 
painting process. Thus, the material of the paintings 
themselves created by Tony Nicotra becomes a 
magical form of text which, through colour rather than 
words, a vision of the world is transmitted.

In his works,  colours, with their emotional properties, 
assume a primary role, not as a filler for a design that 
was previously sketched, but like creators themselves 
of the design; colours and shapes that, therefore, do 
not imitate anything but find the raison d’être of their 
existence specifically through themselves.

How the emotions are aroused, is determined by 
specific perceptive and psychological functions, 
whereby colour intrinsically contain a specific “interior 
sound”, and according to the sensations that each 
colour arouses in the spectator, Kandinskij using 
the metaphor of musical instruments, theorised that 
the movement of colour could be understood to be 
a vibration that plucks the strings within: colour in 
fact, has such sentimental potency that it produces 

realizza (pennello, scalpello, pianoforte, etc.), bensì nel 
sentimento, le opere di Tony Nicotra obbediscono alle 
frequenze emozionali della sua personale percezione 
del mondo. Possiamo in questo caso parlare di 
pittura vibrazionale e di frequenze dell’anima, che si 
trasferiscono sulla tela secondo i campi energetici – 
invisibili – che si creano intorno all’opera durante il 
processo pittorico. 

Così, la materia dei suoi quadri diventa una sorta di 
scrittura magica che, con colori anziché con parole, 
ci trasmette una visione del mondo. In queste opere i 
colori, con le loro proprietà emozionali, assumono un 
ruolo primario, come creatori essi stessi della forma e 
non come riempimento di una forma preventivamente 
disegnata; colori e forme che, quindi, non imitano più 
nulla e trovano la loro ragione di esistenza solo in sé 
stesse.

Come suscitatore di emozioni, determinate dalla 
specifica azione sensibile e psicologica, ciascun 
colore possiede un proprio “suono interiore” ed, in 
base alle sensazioni che ognuno di essi suscita nello 
spettatore, Kandinskij paragonandoli a strumenti 
musicali, teorizzava che il movimento del colore fosse 
una vibrazione che toccava le corde dell’interiorità: il 
colore, infatti, produce effetti psichici che raggiungono 
l’anima, tanta è la sua potenza sentimentale. 

Per questo motivo, in quanto materia che, per le sue 
qualità sensibili, reagisce alle frequenze energetiche 



ed emozionali del pensiero che Tony Nicotra crea 
e genera durante la realizzazione delle sue opere, i 
colori vibrano, scivolano e si fanno strada sulla tela 
indipendentemente dal gesto dell’artista e della sua 
pennellata. Così, sondando le molteplici possibilità 
della materia informe, i colori che si animano, fluiscono 
e viaggiano nello spazio della tela sono testimonianza 
della Vita, nei suoi aspetti più essenziali ed elementari. 

La natura non è più riprodotta e rappresentata, ma 
in queste opere rappresenta sé stessa attraverso 
l’energia. Una pittura senza gesto, non dipinta con 
pennelli, ma con emozioni, sentimenti, intenzioni, 
intuizioni, campi energetici, vibrazioni e frequenze 
dell’anima. 

Un infinito muoversi di fasce cromatiche, tinte di luce, 
brani dello spirito, nell’intimo di ciò che esiste, nella 
sua sostanza; un dispiegarsi della luce intrisa nel 
colore dà voce alle forze cosmiche dell’universo; un 
movimento musicale di pensieri, di sentimenti: questa 
non è arte astratta, non è figurativa o materica.

Come esprimere ciò che non può essere espresso dalle 
parole, ma che ciascuno può cogliere nell’intimità del 
proprio essere, con sfumature sempre nuove, perché 
dettate dal flusso che è la vita? Un “oltre” i confini 
della realtà visibile, un “oltre” le categorie pittoriche 
e le definizioni tradizionali, un “oltre” la materia e lo 
spazio sensibile, nell’esplorazione dell’inconscio 
e nell’istinto dell’individuo, un “oltre” che non si 

psychic effects that reach the soul, a testament to its 
power.

For this reason, physical material, with its perceptible 
abilities will respond to energetic and emotional 
frequencies of spiritual thought that Tony Nicotra 
creates and generates during the realisation of his art 
works, via the colours that vibrate, glide and find their 
own way on the canvas independently from the artists 
skilful actions and his paintbrush.

Thus, he probes the multiple possibilities of matter, in 
both shape and colour that animate, flow and travel on 
the canvas as testimony of Life, in its most essential 
and elemental aspects. 

Nature is not reproduced and represented, but in these 
art works, she reveals herself through the medium of 
energy.

Painting is independent of the artists actions, he 
does not paint with a paintbrush, but with emotion, 
sentiments, intentions, intuition, energetic fields, 
vibration and frequencies of spirit.

An infinite movement of swathes of colour, tinged 
with light, aspects of the spirit, within the intimacy of 
that which exists, in its substance; an unyielding of 
intrinsic light within colour which gives voice to the 
cosmic forces of the universe: a musical movement of 
thought and sentiment: this is not abstract art, it is not 
figurative or material in form, To express that which, 



cannot be expressed in words, but that we can feel 
within the intimacy of our very being, with new shades of 
perception, because it is being dictated by the insistent 
flow of life? “Beyond” the confines of visible reality, 
“beyond” artistic categories, and traditional definitions, 
“beyond” substance and perceptible space, in the 
exploration of the subconscious and in the instinct of the 
individual, “beyond” that which cannot be perceived with 
our eyes, but with our hearts. 

“In effect, art is a charm, something mysterious that 
surrounds us. Yet our perceptions are more conditioned 
towards logic than those of our sub conscience that 
governs the world, thus the magical ability of art is lost.” 

Georges Braque. 

percepisce con gli occhi, ma con il cuore. Un “oltre” che 
parte dal cuore, ed al cuore ritorna; un modo diverso di 
guardare il mondo e la vita. 

“In effetti, l’arte è un incantesimo, qualcosa di misterioso 
che ci circonda. Ma poiché il nostro sentire è più 
condizionato dalla logica che dall’inconscio che governa 
il mondo, il potere magico dell’arte ci sfugge”.

Georges Braque.
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